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1.

ABSTRACT
The study discusses the creation of an Android-based Internet news portal
dedicated to the internals around the National University campus using the PHP
Framework CodeIgniter (CI) and MySql databases. This news Portal is designed
using Unified modeling Language. This news portal is created inspired by news
portal sites that have many benefits to operate. This news Portal serves as a
means for the public information media environment of the campus, especially
for students at the National University, because the number of students very large
reaches almost 5000 students. Media information is not available to meet the
needs of students who want the speed and currency of information about the
campus. This need can be met with media that can move fast and on a large
scale. This news portal site contains the latest news about the National
University, which includes formal and informal news. Considering this news site
will add information and insights to the newsreader
Copyright © 2020 Jurnal Mantik.
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Introduction

Along with the rapid development of information technology, access to data or information available
can take place quickly, efficiently and accurately. The development of this news was then followed by
developments in the internet world based on mobile phones.[1] With a mobile phone someone will be very
easy to access news, because a mobile phone is a communication tool that is small, lightweight, and easy to
use and almost everyone has it.Information portal in a university has a very important role for students,
lecturers and university staff as well as others.[2]Our society is accustomed to news media on images and
hear media because of this mobile based news portal application to attract students to read more often in any
case.
Media information such as announcements in wall magazines, posters or banners for students which
are disseminated by word of mouth are felt to be less effective in providing information to students with so
many. This Android-based application is made to update campus general news so students can easily get the
latest news information quickly and easily known.[3] In this way the campus is also advantageous to easily
provide information to students without having to use excessive paper.[1]
Related to accessing a news in a mobile phone, sometimes someone encounters obstacles, such as
inconvenience in reading news because many advertisements are on the news site that is accessed, thus
slowing down the internet connection to access it, and there is only one news provider in it. Therefore this
application was made as an alternative to facilitate someone in getting a news. This news collector
application is a news gathering application with an android platform that can collect and display some news
in accordance with the latest news and also according to the news category.
In this research, we want to provide complete information about the campus, namely publications,
seminars, journals, and other general news. This mobile-based application will contain various publication
activities from various types of knowledge.[4] With this research, it will help students to get information
about publications, seminars and other general news in order to help students get additional knowledge and
also as a graduation requirement from the National University.[5]
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From the problems above, we will create a system to get information about campus on a mobile
basis.[6][7]It is hoped that this design system will optimally add an existing website-based news that is rarely
read by students. And there will be news categories according to the wishes of the reader. The results of the
research will produce a mobile-based news that can be easily known without having to open the website first.
The purpose of this research is to make it easier for National University students to access the news. In this
news there will also be activities such as seminars, workshops, training DLL in order to help students who do
not know the information from friends.[5]
2.

Research methods

This method is one of the most common prayers used in building journalist information systems,
namely the first in first out (FiFo) method. This first-in-first-out method is often applied in the accounting
sector and also the storage of samples of goods that first enter will be sold first, and the last items entered will
be sold most recently, this method is very suitable for if applied in an information system Journalists with the
first data entered directly will be processed, this is also useful for news to keep it updated. FIFO algorithms
are often used in various kinds of solving life problems and various applications and existing technologies.
FIFO itself is an algorithm that is sequential and turns but remains in the path or path in accordance with the
first time entered and then processed in accordance with the turn. Here is a picture of the FIFO algorithm

Fig 1. FiFo algorithm
3.

Results and Discussion

The result of this application is how we connect 2 different platforms with 1 network. Then on the
Android platform display only provides news reading in the category that the reader wants and can also
disseminate information in the form of seminars or training courses on the slider in the application.
In this study there is a standard specification tool needed as follows;
Table 1
Hardware Specifications
Device
The laptop
Processor
RAM
Hard drive

Specification
NEC
Intel Inside Core I7
4GB
500 GB

Table 2
Software needed
Software
Android Studio
Xampp v3.2.3
Notepad ++
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3.1

Application Trial Results
The results of this trial are done by pairing the application to several different devices and also with
different versions of Android.
A. Use case diagram
Use Case is used to visualize the design of a software development or information system that explains
the functional requirements of the system in question. In the Use Case picture it can be seen that the Admin
can see the home page, Open Regist, View data, etc., while for journalists, if you want to write a story, you
must log in first and must have an ID granting access rights from the admin as a journalist. Then the role of
the publisher is as an editor to determine whether or not the news is displayed.

Figure 2. Use case diagram
Navigation Structure
In this view shows the flow of 2 different platforms as input media and displays news and also this
display acts as admin access to incoming and outgoing news.
B.

Figure 3. Navigation Structure
Based on the picture above shows in this news portal application there are 3 levels of access, namely
admin, journalist, and publisher. Each of the access rights has a different role. This admin as the holder of
control of the application which is on the android platform and also the website. And also Journalists and
Publishers who have different roles, namely journalists as people who cover the news and enter the news into
the application while the publisher is the person who acts as a news correction when the news is eligible to
appear or does not depend on the publisher to display the news into the application.
C. Flow chart
Displays a system workflow as it should from start to finish. In the application flowchart section begins
by starting the application. Then after opening the application will be presented with the initial appearance of
the application with the news and also moving information slider. After that in the application menu section
there will be a selection of the most popular news and news categories, news categories containing Economy,
Health, Education, Politics, Socio-Culture, and Sports. Readers can choose the category according to the
wishes of the topic you want to read.
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Fig 4. Application Flowchart
D.

Class Diagram
Class Diagrams that illustrate the relationship between classes and objects with each other. Next is the
class diagram Queue System android based national university news portal Using the First In First Out
(FIFO) Method

Fig 5. Class Diagram
E.

Activity Diagram

Fig 6. Activity login diagram
At this stage the activity is carried out by the admin then login using the id and password that have been
registered from the database.
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Fig 7. Application Activity diagram
In Figure 4 is the activity diagram of the overall workflow system of the admin, journalist, and publisher who
have their respective roles. From a journalist making a story and then saving it to the database and then
waiting for approval to pass or not, before the publisher reviews the incoming news, the journalist can still
change the news data if an error occurs. And if the news is appropriate, the publisher will approve the news
made by journalists.
F. ERD ((Entity relationship diagram)

Figure 8. ERD (Entity relationship diagram)
In the picture above is an Entity relationship diagram (ERD) of the application system that is designed. In
this system there are 3 related tables, namely admin, journalist, and publisher. This stage will be seen in the
system to be designed and also in the form of image captions below.
3.2. Explanation of Pictures
This stage explains the description of the image that will be displayed below. To find out how the
function and workflow of an application.

a.

Android platform

Fig 9. Initial Appearance
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there is picture 1 explaining the initial appearance on the news portal. The concept is almost similar to the
news in the Line, which is at the top there is a slider that functions to display images
which contains information about the existence of campus activities such as training, DLL seminars. The
next part is in the form of a picture and also the title along with the title of a story

Fig 10. News Categories
The picture above contains news categories related to the reader's will. In this view, if the reader wants to
read news by category, the reader must select the menu and then choose explore. Based on the picture below.

Fig 11. Application Menu

b.

Web Platform

Fig 12. Display Login
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In the picture above shows if we as admin, journalist, and publisher, we must log in first to create news or
publish the news. To log in we must have permission from the campus then to the admin to register an
account. Then the account will be created by the admin.

Fig 13. Display Admin Login
In Figure 5 is the initial display when the admin has logged in. Dashboard information shows that there are a
lot of news, categories, journalists, and publishers.

Fig 14. Journalist Pages
In Figure 6 is a work function rather than a journalist that is making an actual news. Journalists can also
change the news before it is published by the publisher

Fig 15. Publisher Page
The Publisher page is almost the same as the journalist page. This publisher page can only publish a news or
reject a news in the sense that the publisher's function is to correct a news. Related to the news standard that
will be published.
c. Android Application Testing Version
The results of this trial are done by pairing the application to several different devices and also with
different versions of Android. In this application you can only use Android version 5 (Lolipop) up to Android
version 9 (Pie).
Table 3.
Smartphone Specifications
Samsung J7 Pro
Samsung S7
Oppo F3
Android 9 (Pie)
Android 8 (Oreo)
Android 6 (Marsmallow)
Android version
3 GB
4GB
4GB
RAM
Exynos 7870
Exynos 8890
Snapdragon 653
Chipset
In the table above shows 3 differences in smartphones that are used as trial applications from different
devices.
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Fig 16. Trial on Android 9 (pie)

Fig 17. Trial on Android 8 (Marsmallow)

Fig 18. Test run on Android 6
(Lollipop)
4.

Conclusion

So, the results of research done can be concluded that this Android-based application can help students
in getting information about the National University campus. Implementation of the first in first out method
in this news portal application can facilitate journalists and publishers in the process of entry, editing, and
revoke on the news. And it is also hoped that this application will be useful for the National University
campus. thanks.
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